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1 Introduction

Antibiotic resistance is regarded as one of the biggest
worldwide public health problems of the twenty-first
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H I G H L I G H T S

• Sub-inhibitory levels of nC60 promote conjuga-
tive transfer of ARGs.

• nC60 can induce ROS generation, oxidative stress
and SOS response.

• nC60 can increase cell membrane permeability
and alter gene expression.

•Results provide evidence of nC60 promoting
antibiotic resistance dissemination.
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G R A P H I C A B S T R A C T

A B S T R A C T

The spread and development of antibiotic resistance globally have led to severe public health
problems. It has been shown that some non-antibiotic substances can also promote the diffusion and
spread of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs). Nanofullerene (nC60) is a type of nanomaterial widely
used around the world, and some studies have discovered both the biological toxicity and
environmental toxicity of nC60. In this study, cellular and molecular biology techniques were
employed to investigate the influences of nC60 at sub-minimum inhibitory concentrations (sub-MICs)
on the conjugation of ARGs between the E. coli strains. Compared with the control group, nC60
significantly increased the conjugation rates of ARGs by 1.32‒10.82 folds within the concentration
range of 7.03‒1800 mg/L. This study further explored the mechanism of this phenomenon, finding that
sub-MICs of nC60 could induce the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), trigger SOS-
response and oxidative stress, affect the expression of outer membrane proteins (OMPs) genes,
increase membrane permeability, and thus promote the occurrence of conjugation. This research
enriches our understanding of the environmental toxicity of nC60, raises our risk awareness toward
nC60, and may promote the more rational employment of nC60 materials.
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Century (WHO, 2017), and has been ranked as one of the
six new environmental problems in the whole world by the
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP, 2017;
Vikesland et al., 2019). It is estimated that more than
700000 people died annually because of infections caused
by antibiotic resistant bacteria (Wang et al., 2019).
Horizontal gene transfer is considered to be the most
important driver for bacteria to acquire and spread ARGs,
and is mainly implemented in three manners: conjugation,
transformation and transduction (Andersson and Hughes,
2010).The misuse and abuse of antibiotics in hospitals and
in agriculture are recognized as the predominant reasons
for the development and spread of ARGs (Thomas and
Nielsen, 2005; Yu et al., 2019). However, some non-
antibiotic chemicals, such as disinfectants (Zhang et al.,
2017), non-antibiotic drugs (Wang et al., 2019), metal ions,
and nano metal oxides (Nguyen et al., 2019; Zhang et al.,
2019), can also facilitate the development and diffusion of
ARGs.
Fullerene (C60), which was discovered in 1985, has been

extensively studied due to its unique physical and chemical
characteristics (Bezzu et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2019). The
wide application of C60 in electronics, medicine, and
cosmetics has contributed to its emission and accumulation
in various environments, which leads to the increasing
exposure opportunities for microorganisms (Thauvin
et al., 2008; Castro et al., 2017). It has been reported that
the concentration of C60 in sewage treatment plants can
reach 19 mg/L (Farré et al., 2010). Many studies have paid
attention to the toxicity of C60, which can induce ROS, and
subsequent oxidative damage to cell membranes and
DNA (Nel et al., 2009). However, the influences and
mechanisms of C60 on the occurrence and migration of
ARGs at environmentally relevant concentrations are still
unclear.
To address this knowledge gap, we performed experi-

ments on the influences of nC60 on the transformation and
conjugation of plasmid-encoded ARGs and probed the
underlying mechanisms. The results of this study provide a
new perspective into the spread of antibiotic resistance
exposure to environmental levels of nC60, and have great
significance for guiding the application of nC60 materials
and other nanomaterials in the future.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Donor and recipient strains, antibiotic resistant plasmid,
and culture conditions

As the most representative gram-negative model micro-
organism, E. coli was employed to appraise the conjuga-
tion as our previous studies reported (Zhang et al., 2017).
E. coli S17-1 was selected as the donor strain, which
contained a movable plasmid pCM184-Cm (7625bp) and
was regulated by the RP4 DNA segment of the host’s

chromosomes (Zhang et al., 2017). Chloramphenicol (Chl)
resistance gene was encoded by the pCM184-Cm plasmid.
The recipient strain, E. coli K12, contained immovable
plasmids pUA139, carrying kanamycin (Km) resistance
genes. Culture conditions for bacterial strains were
cultured in Luria-Bertani (LB) liquid medium (100 μg/
mL Km or 20 mg/mL Chl, respectively) at 37°C with 180 r/
min shaking. The overnight-cultured strains were used in
the following experiments. Text S1 exhibited more
information on the media, antibiotics and other reagents
in the supported information (SI).

2.2 Preparation and characterization of nC60 solution

Preparation of nC60 solution was conducted referring to
previous studies (Yin et al., 2016). Briefly, 4.0 mg of C60,
18 mL of toluene, and 144 mL of ultrapure water were
heterogeneously mixed in a sealed bottle using an
ultrasonic instrument (Xinzhi, China). The stock solution
afterwards was filtered using a 0.45 μm Teflon filter, and
the concentration of nC60 solution was measured by
ultraviolet absorption at 334 nm, which was 7200 μg/L in
the present study. The particle size of nC60 was determined
by Malvern Instruments nanoparticle size-Zeta potentio-
metric analyzer (ZS90, the UK). The detailed protocol is
illustrated in Text S2 of the SI.

2.3 Determination of the sub-MICs of nC60

According to previous studies (Zhang et al., 2019), the
sub-MICs were determined to evaluate the effect of nC60

on E. coli microbial activity. In short, the overnight culture
of E. coli was diluted in the ratio of 1:100 into the LB
liquid medium and added into 96-orifice plate with 100 μL
per well. Then, the nC60 was added into a 96-orifice plate
by serial dilution (twofold) method. After 16‒18 h culture
at 37°C, we measured the optical density at 600 nm
(OD600) by using a microplate reader. Then the OD600

value was used to calculate the inhibition rate and each
experiment should be done in triplicate.

2.4 Influences of nC60 on the conjugation and transforma-
tion of plasmid-encoded ARGs

In this study, an optimized conjugation model was applied
to evaluate the influence of nC60 on the conjugation of
ARGs between different E. coli strains referring to the
previous publication (Zhang et al., 2018). First, the
overnight cultured E. coli strains were centrifuged for 4‒
5 min at 8000 r/min and washed using phosphate buffer
saline (PBS). Then, the donor and receipt E. coli strains
were resuspended in PBS at a concentration of approxi-
mately 108 CFU/mL and mixed at a proportion of 1.5:1 for
further conjugation experiments. Then, the control group
and the experimental groups were treated with various
concentrations of nC60 and PBS, and then incubated at
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37°C for 240 min. The nC60 treated experimental groups
and the control groups were coated onto different LB solid
plates with different antibiotics to detect the concentrations
of the donor E. coli S17-1, recipient E. coli K12, and
transconjugants. Finally, both the ratio of nC60 to the
conjugation rate of ARGs (the ratio of the concentrations
of transconjugants to the concentrations of recipient
strains) and the conjugation rate relative to the control
group were calculated. Meanwhile, in order to prove the
role of ROS in the conjugation, an experiment was
conducted with Thiourea (TU, ROS scavenger). In this
experiment, TU (a final concentration of 100 mmol/L) and
various concentrations of nC60 were added to the PBS.
Afterwards, the conjugation rates with and without TU
were compared. Each experiment, independently, was
carried out in triplicate.
In addition, an optimized transformation model was also

constructed to assay whether nC60 has an impact on uptake
of ARGs gene via transformation (Ding et al., 2016). In
short, E. coli was cultured overnight and treated under
certain conditions for a period of time. To calculate the
transformation rate, the culture was mixed with plasmids,
plated onto LB agar plates, and then counted. The detailed
protocol is explained in Text S3 in of the SI.

2.5 Determination of intracellular ROS (intra-ROS) levels
induced by nC60

Intra-ROS in E. coli exposed to nC60 was measured via a
fluorescent probe DCFH-DA assay referring to previous
research (Zhang et al., 2018). The overnight-cultured E.
coli was washed and resuspended in PBS. After that, the
DCFH-DA probes with final consistence of 10 μmol/L
were put into the bacterial suspension, and then the
mixtures were incubated avoiding light for 20 min at 37°C,
and being shaken every 3‒5 min. After using the PBS to
wash away the extracellular DCFH-DA probes, nC60 was
used to treat the E. coli. The bacterial solution was then
moved to a 96-orifice plate, and a microplate reader was
used to gauge the Fluorescence Intensity (excitation and
emission wavelengths were 488 and 525 nm, respectively).
The intra-ROS levels were compared between the experi-
mental and control groups. Each experiment, indepen-
dently, was carried out in triplicate.

2.6 Influences of nC60 on bacterial cell membrane

The effect of nC60 on the cell membrane permeability
(CMP) of E. coli was assessed using propidium iodide (PI)
and flow cytometry (FCM) (Wang et al., 2019). Each
experiment, independently, was carried out in triplicate. PI
is a cell nucleus stain for DNA staining, and we could
characterize the permeability degree of cell membranes
according to the intensity of the generated fluorescence.
0.5 mL bacterial solution treated in nC60 and 0.5 mL blank
control bacterial solution were respectively taken, and their

concentration was approximately 108 CFU/mL. PI (with
the final concentration of 30 mmol/L) was added to both of
them for staining. These bacterial solutions were placed in
the dark for 15 min and tested with FCM. Some parameters
of FCM were set as follows: excitation, emission and
lateral angular scattered wavelengths were 488 nm, 653‒
669 nm, and 483‒493 nm, respectively. BD CellQuest
software (BD Biosciences, USA) was applied to obtain
data from 100,000 cells tested at a single time and perform
data analysis.
The influences of nC60 on the morphology and

membrane surface structures of both donor and recipient
E. coli were observed using a transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) (Zhang et al., 2018). The donor and
recipient conjugative mixtures (approximately 108CFU/
mL), exposure to various concentrations of nC60 for
240 min, as well as the control groups, were respectively
placed onto copper grids, and then left dry naturally.
Finally, all the samples were detected and photographed by
TEM (JEM-2100F, Japan) at 75 kV, and the pictures were
processed by RADIUS (EMSIS, Germany).

2.7 Gene expressions induced by nC60 detected by
quantitative RT-PCR

The expression of conjugation genes, including global
regulator genes (trbA, korA, and korB), DNA transfer and
replication (Dtr) system genes (traJ and trfAp), mating pair
formation (Mpf) system genes (traF and trbBp), SOS-
response genes (umuD, recA, and lexA), oxidative stress
genes (rpoS, oxyR, soxR and soxS), and outer membrane
proteins (OMPs) genes (ompF, ompA and ompC), were
evaluated using quantitative RT-PCR, and the 16S rRNA
fragment was employed as an internal reference (Zhang
et al., 2018). The detailed protocol of RNA extraction and
quantification is illustrated in Text S4 of the SI. The RT-
PCR was performed in a PCR instrument (CFX 96, Bio-
Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) using SYBR Green I. The RT-
PCR mixture consisted of 2.5 μL of 2 � SYBR Premix Ex
Taq, 0.1 μL of each primer (at the final concentration of 10
mmol/L), 0.5 μL cDNA template, and 1.8 μL of distilled
water. The amplification reaction conditions included
incubation at 95°C for 30 s for predegeneration, further
incubation at 95°C for 45 s for degeneration, and then
annealing at 60°C for 45 s, which took a total of 40 cycles.
After the amplification reaction was completed, analysis of
the melting curves was conducted at 95°C for 15 s and at
60°C for 60 s. Table S5 presents the primer sequences used
in present study.

2.8 Statistical analysis

The data were analyzed by SPSS. Variance analysis
(ANOVA) was employed to statistically evaluate the
significance of the data. The results were considered
significant if P< 0.05 (*), quite significant if P< 0.01
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(**), and extremely significant if P< 0.001 (***) (Zhang
et al., 2018).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Cytotoxicity of nC60

The particle size distribution of the nC60 solution prepared
in this study was between 100 nm and 400 nm,
predominantly around 200 nm (Figure S1) (Alargova
et al., 2001). The concentration of the nC60 stock solution
was 7200 μg/L. Although the solubility of C60 is less than
10–6 μg/L in water (Andrievsky et al., 1999), the aggrega-
tion property of C60 in solvents makes it easy for C60

nanocrystalline particles to form (5‒500 nm) in water,
which is 11 orders of magnitude higher than that of the
molecular solubility (Alargova et al., 2001). The inhibitory
effect of nC60 against E. coli was determined, and the
results indicated that EC50 (50% inhibitory efficiency) was
approximately 3600 μg/L (Table S1). The sub-MICs of
nC60 tested in present study (Table S2) were chosen
referring to EC50 measured in this study, minimal
inhibitory concentrations (MICs) from previous studies
(500 to 1000 μg/L) (Lyon et al., 2005), and the detected
environmental concentrations (19 μg/L) (Farré et al.,
2010).

3.2 The influence of nC60 on transformation and conjuga-
tion

nC60 promoted conjugation in a concentration-dependent
(0.44 to 1800 μg/L) manner, increasing the conjugation
rate by 1.3‒10.8 folds compared with the control group
(Fig. 1, S2, and Table S3). The efficiency of conjugation
was approximately 5.1 � 10–5 spontaneously, which was
basically the same as the previous research (Zhang et al.,
2017). Previous studies also found that metal nanoparticles
and ions could accelerate the horizontal transfer in a
concentration-dependent pattern (Zhang et al., 2019).
Additionally, the results demonstrated that nC60 did not
induce plasmid-mediated ARGs transformation in E. coli
K12 and the plasmid could be transferred into the receptive
cells (Table S4). Recipient cells not treated with Ca2+ did
not have the ability to obtain plasmids. Therefore, we
observed the failure of transformation. Taken together, our
results showed that nC60, at sub-MICs, can facilitate the
transmission of plasmid-carried ARGs via conjugation but
not transformation. This finding implies that the wide-
spread occurrence of nonmetal nanoparticles may influ-
ence the dissemination of ARGs.

3.3 Mechanisms underlying the facilitated horizontal trans-
fer of ARGs by nC60

Considerable evidence has suggested that the ROS

formation plays a critical role in the toxicity of
nanoparticles (Zhang et al., 2019). As a consequence, we
hypothesized that the formation of intra-ROS, following
increases in CMP, stimulation of oxidative stress, DNA
damage and repair, SOS-response, and alterations of
conjugation-related genes expression caused by nC60,
may promote the horizontal transfer of plasmid-encoded
ARGs.

3.3.1 Influence of nC60 on the formation of intra-ROS

Intra-ROS comprises highly reactive molecules, including
nonspecific hydroxyls ($OH), superoxides (O2$), and
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), which can react with biological
molecules and thus disturb a range of cellular components
and physiologic processes (Imlay, 2003). As shown in
Fig. 2, the intra-ROS levels in the recipient and donor cells
clearly promoted with the growing nC60 consistence (Figs.
2(a) and 2(b)). With increasing nC60 concentrations (0.44–
1800 μg/L), the intra-ROS levels of E. coli K12 and E. coli
S17 improved by 1.59–2.89, 1.35–3.13 folds that of the
control group, respectively (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)). The
presence of an ROS scavenger markedly decreased the
rates of conjugation (Fig. 1), which implied that intra-ROS
generated by nC60 stimulated or was related to the
enhanced conjugation of ARGs. Furthermore, the levels
of intra-ROS formation and the conjugative frequencies
exhibited significant positive correlations (P< 0.05), with
an R2 of 0.9166 for the donor E. coli and 0.8408 for the
recipient E. coli (Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)). Thus far, we have
confirmed that nC60 induces intra-ROS, thereby promoting
the intragenera conjugation of ARGs. Intra-ROS can
induce oxidation, which leads to damage of cellular
components and, finally, death of bacterial strains (Han

Fig. 1 Fold changes between E. coli strains in conjugation
frequency upon exposure to nC60. nC60 had significant influences
on the conjugation of plasmid-encoded ARGs (ANOVA,
P < 0.05). Significant differences between nC60 + TU or
individual nC60 treated groups and the control (0 mg/L of nC60)
were tested with ANOVA (LSD).
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et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2019). Recent evidence implied
that sub-MICs levels of nanoparticles could increase the
conjugation of ARGs by stimulating the generation of
intra-ROS in donor and recipient cells, altering the tRNA
synthetase, inducing DNA damage and mutagenesis, and
inducing multidrug efflux systems (Zhang et al., 2019).

3.3.2 Influence of nC60 on CMP

To explore whether nC60 increases CMP, flow cytometry
was used to evaluate the CMP of the donor and recipient
strains. The experimental results (Fig. S3) showed that the
CMP of the donor E. coli S17 and the recipient E. coli K12
in the control group were 6.71% and 4.74%, respectively.
As the nC60 concentration rose, the CMP of the donor and
the recipient strains also increased. When the nC60

concentration was 450 μg/L and 1800 μg/L, the CMP of
the recipient E. coli K12 strains was 6.73% and 21.51%,
respectively, and the CMP of the donor E. coli S17 strains
was 7.18% and 21.69%, respectively (Fig. S3).
To observe damage of the cell membrane, we used TEM

to image E. coli. The results indicated that the surface of
the control group (without nC60 treatment) was smooth and
complete (Fig. 3(b)), while the cell membrane of E. coli
exposed to nC60 was rough or even broken (Figs. 3(c) and
3(d)). nC60 exposure can damage the cell membrane to
varying degrees. Similarly, the addition of nano materials
increased the permeability of the cell membrane and
damaged it (Zhang et al., 2019).

3.3.3 Influence of nC60 on the expression of genes related
with the oxidative stress, SOS-response, outer membrane
protein and conjugation

To further explore the molecular mechanism of the
influence of nC60 on conjugation, we used quantitative
RT-PCR to quantify the expression of 17 genes related to
the SOS-response, oxidative stress, outer membrane, and
conjugation, and the results indicated that the expression of
these genes was significantly impacted, with increasing
nC60 concentrations (0.44‒1800 μg/L) (Figs. 4 and 5).
As nC60 could induce intra-ROS, nC60 could accord-

Fig. 2 Exposure to nC60 increases intra-ROS formation that significantly correlates with conjugation of plasmid-encoded ARGs. The
intra-ROS levels in E. coli K12 (a) and E. coli S17 (b) induced by nC60. Correlations between the conjugation rates (fold changes) and
intra-ROS formation levels (fold changes) in E. coli K12 (c) and E. coli S17 (d). Significant differences between the non-exposed control
group and nC60-exposed groups were tested with ANOVA (LSD).
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Fig. 3 TEM pictures of nC60 (a), E. coli in the test group (no nC60 exposure) (b), E. coli afterwards exposure to nC60 (450 μg/L) (c), and
E. coli after exposure to nC60 (1800 μg/L) (d). The red arrows refer to nC60 and the green arrows refer to the pores formed after exposure to
nC60.

Fig. 4 Impacts of nC60 on the mRNA expression levels of genes involved in the OMPs, Global regulation, Oxidative stress, Mpf system,
SOS-response, and Dtr system during conjugation. The radial axis depicts the log2-fold absolute values of genes relative to the control
group.
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Fig. 5 Impacts of nC60 on the mRNA expression levels of genes involved in soxR (a), soxS (b), rpoS (c), oxyR (d), lexA (e), recA (f),
umuD (g), ompF (h), ompC (i), ompA (j), trbA (k), korA (l), korB (m), traF (n), trbBp (o), traJ (p), and trfAp (q), during conjugation.
Significant differences between the non-exposed control group and nC60-exposed groups were tested with ANOVA (LSD).
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ingly induce oxidative stress, DNA damage, and then the
SOS-response (Figs. 2, 4, and 5). The expression of genes
involved in the oxidative stress pathway (soxR, soxS, rpoS,
and oxyR) (Figs. 5(a)‒(d)), and SOS-response (lexA, recA,
and umuD) (Figs. 5(e)‒(g)) were upregulated when nC60

concentrations increased. The maximum upregulation of
soxR, soxS, rpoS, oxyR, lexA, recA, and umuD was 5.17,
10.88, 5.11, 6.6, 5.54, 9.84, and 7.87 folds that of the
control group, respectively (Fig. 5(a)‒5(g)). ROS produc-
tion can induce the regulation of RpoS protein, which may
stimulate oxidative stress and the SOS-response (Anders-
son and Hughes, 2014). Many studies have shown that the
SOS-response is related to the conjugation of genes (Zhang
et al., 2018). The expressions of lexA and recA genes are
increased when DNA damage occurs and then the SOS-
response is activated (Zhang et al., 2018). For E. coli,
SoxRS and OxyR transcription factors activate the
antioxidant defense system of E. coli, which is closely
related to the oxidative stress response, and SoxRS is
primarily composed of two transcribed soxR and soxS
regulator genes (Kabir and Shimizu, 2006). Therefore, the
expression of genes in the oxidative stress pathway and
SOS-response were upregulated, which enhanced hori-
zontal transfer.
OmpC (36 kDa), OmpF (35 kDa), and OmpA (34 kDa),

are three types of OMPs that are closely related to the
permeability of bacterial cell membranes and play a critical
role in the formation of membrane pores and horizontal
transfer of genes (Koebnik et al., 2000). The present results
indicated that the expression of OMPs genes (ompF,
ompC, and ompA) (Figs. 5(h)‒5(j)) increased as the nC60

concentration was enhanced. The maximum upregulation
of ompA, ompF and ompC was 9.74, 5.1, and 4.8 folds that
of the control group, respectively (Figs. 5(h)‒5(j)). The
subsequent increase of ompA and ompC could augment
CMP via pore forming and the membrane transport of
plasmid-encoded ARGs (Zhang et al., 2018). The TEM
results showed that the bacterial outer membrane was
impaired, and pores were formed due to exposure to nC60

(Fig. 3), which may enhance the transfer of resistance
plasmids between two different E. coli. This phenomenon
was similar to the result of diesel and petrol exhaust
particles accelerating horizontal transfer (Zhang et al.,
2018).
With increasing nC60 concentrations (0.44‒1800 mg/L),

the expression of genes (trbA, korA, and korB) in global
regulatory system was significantly downregulated (Figs.
5(k)‒5(m)). The maximum downregulation of korA, korB,
and trbA was 99%, 73%, and 79% compared with the
control group, respectively. Exposure to nC60 resulted in a
significant increase in the gene expression of the Mpf
system genes (traF and trbBp) (Figs. 5(n) and 5(o)) and the
Dtr system genes (traJ and trfAp) (Fig. 5(p) and 5(q)). The
expression of traJ, traF, trfAp, and trbBp genes was
upregulated by 1.5‒4.65, 1.16‒2.44, 0.9‒3.56, and 1.4‒
4.59 folds compared with the control group, respectively.

(Figs. 5(n)‒5(q)). The completion of conjugation first
requires the formation of a conjugative bridge between the
recipient and donor strains, and this process requires the
involvement of global regulatory genes, Dtr system genes,
and Mpf system genes (Zhang et al., 2018). The Mpf
system genes are recognized as critical factors in
conjugation (Eisenbrandt et al., 2000), while the down-
regulation of global regulatory genes plays a pivotal role in
Mpf system genes (Schröder and Lanka, 2005). The Mpf
system is to the benefit of the formation of the membrane-
related channels and proteins that are important passage-
ways for single-stranded DNA metastasis (Zhang et al.,
2017). TraF protein is an important proteins for pilus
assembly, and its expression levels are positively related to
horizontal gene metastasis among different E.coli (Sakai
and Komano, 1996). Genes in the Dtr system can facilitate
conjugation (Zhang et al., 2018), and traJ gene expression
is also affected by global regulatory genes (Sakai and
Komano, 1996). The expression of korB and korA genes
jointly inhibits the expression of trbBp gene, while the
expression of trbA and korB genes jointly inhibits the
expression of trfAp gene. The study results show that nC60

significantly inhibits the expression of trbA, korA, and
korB gene (Kostelidou et al., 1999), thus promoting the
expression of trfAp and trbBp genes and further contribut-
ing to the formation of a conjugative bridge between donor
and recipient strains. Qiu et al. have shown similar results
(Qiu et al., 2012).
In general, nC60 leads to intra-ROS production, resulting

in cell membrane damage. Therefore, it increases the CMP
or contributes to the formation of a conjugative bridge,
leading to the conjugation of ARGs in E. coli.

4 Conclusions

This study verified that nC60 at sub-MICs can facilitate the
conjugation of plasmid-harboring ARGs, thereby possibly
promoting the spread and development of antimicrobial
resistance in the natural environment. The underlying
mechanisms have been explored by using biochemical,
physiologic, and molecular techniques, which involve
production of intra-ROS, increasing the CMP, stimulating
oxidative stress and the SOS-response, and regulating the
expression of genes related to conjugation. This study
provides proof of the ecological influence of low levels of
nanoparticles on antimicrobial resistance and underscores
the urgency of strengthening efficacious policies and
technologies to control nanoparticles in environments.
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